COST ACTION Workshop, Newcastle UK, 08 March 2013
Minutes of Workgroup 2 meetings
Morning session:

Actions

JAS reminded members of the WG objectives (also appended below). Members of
the working group gave presentations detailing their work, including showing data
sets from a number of instrumented sites. A list of participants in the group is
provided over the page.
Afternoon Session:
Potential outputs from the WG
A planned output from the WG is a catalogue of sets of instrumentation data. It is
intended that this will be web-based. In the first instance, it will describe the site
and data available and contact details for the person(s) who hold the data. A
discussion was held over the size and type of slope failures that fall into the Action.
PH advised that any type of slope failure, including large natural landslides, which
threaten transport infrastructure should be included.
A standard form (template) will be produced to capture information about sites.
The nature and form of the website, and who will implement it is currently being
discussed.
A second planned output from the WG is a journal paper describing the state of the
art and future challenges for instrumentation. It was felt that much existing
conventional instrumentation had already been described well in outputs from
other projects, e.g. SAFELANDS (www.safeland-fp7.eu), and the focus should be on
future challenges and new instrumentation development in response to asset
owner’s needs.
A first draft of a paper plan to be produced for circulation and comment by the WG.
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Additional members
The make-up of the WG is mainly academic. It was felt that further representation
particularly from asset owners would be helpful, to further define the need for new
instrumentation and monitoring systems.
The UK Asset Owners Forum Chair could be invited to give a presentation at a future
COST meeting.
Other ideas for representation in the Action for asset owners were put forward (to
be pursued by JAS in consultation with WG members); a wider representation by
asset owners is encouraged and any ideas should be forwarded to the WP Chair.
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Short-term scientific meetings
Some ideas for STSM’s were suggested, although these were not particularly well
developed (particularly who might go on the missions).
The WG to give further consideration to STSM’s and any ideas should be put
forward to the WG Chair – note that the COST Chair Paul Hughes has set an initial
deadline of mid-April 2013 for initial proposals to be considered by the
Management Committee.

All

PH = Paul Hughes; JAS = Joel Smethurst, HS = Haris Saroglou
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WG2 Objectives
Aim: The aim of this task is to bring together researchers, practitioners and asset owners to review the state of the art in
slope instrumentation so that recommendations can be made about the equipment, monitoring, decision making and
communication strategies that will be required to protect our slope infrastructure into the future.
Objectives:
1. Evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of different types of geotechnical and slope monitoring
instrumentation to deliver high quality research data relevant to efficient and effective operation
2. Recommendations on decision making and communication strategies [relating to monitoring results]
3. Recommendations on future instrumentation needs for research and practice
4. Web-based catalogue of slope monitoring data
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